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1. INTRoDLJCTI~N 
Let R be a commutative ring with identity 1. Z is an arbitrary nonempty 
index set. V is a free module over R with a base (u, u, xi,yi 1 i E Z} and 
f: V x V+ R an alternating bilinear form. Throughout this paper we will 
write xy instead of f(x, y) for all x, y in V. 
Let H = Ru + Rv and Hi = Rxi + Ry,, i E Z, be hyperbolic planes with 
hyperbolic pairs {u, v), {xi, yi}, respectively; namely, they satisfy uz = v2 = 
x: = yf = 0 and uv = -vu = xi yi = -y,xi = 1 for all i in I. Further, we 
assume V= H-L (liS1 Hi) and put L = li,, Hi, where M I N means M @ N 
and MN = (0). Thus V is an orthogonal sum of 1 + (II hyperbolic planes. 111 
denotes the cardinal number of I. Consequently, V is nonsingular. 
Let Sp(v) be the set of linear automorphisms a, of V with pxrpy = xy for 
all x, y in V. Then Sp(I’) forms a subgroup of the automorphism group on 
V, which is called a symplectic group on V. An element in Sp(V) is called an 
isometry on V. 
For an ideal A of R we define three subgroups E&4 V), Z&4 V), and F(A V) 
of Sp(V); E&4 V) is the subgroup generated by all Eichler transformations of 
the forms E(u, x) and E(v, y) for x, y in AL, E(A V) is the normal subgroup 
generated by E&4 v), and F(A V) = {u, E Sp(V) ] [v, E(V)] E E(A I’)). 
Clearly, I;(4 V) is normal. Section 2 consists of preliminaries for the proof of 
the main theorem. In Section 3, for any subsets il4, N in Sp(V) we introduce 
two concepts “N is M-multiplicative” and “N is M-transitive.” Using these 
concepts, we shall give a sufficient condition for a subgroup N of Sp(V) to 
have the congruence subgroup property. This property is stated as follows: A 
subgroup N is normalized by E(V) if and only if there exists an ideal A of R 
such that 
and A is unique for N if it exists. This is our main result (Theorem 3.11). 
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As a corollary of this theorem, in Theorem 4.4 we show that any 
subgroup N of Sp(V) over a stable ring R with 2, 3 units has the congruence 
subgroup property. Here, by a stable ring we mean a commutative ring R 
such that if Ra + Rb = R for a, b in R, then a $ cb = unit for some c in R. 
Further, we show that if 111 = co, then any subgroup N of @‘(I’) has also 
that property for any commutative ring R with 2, 3 units. Here. Sp’( V) 
denotes the subgroup of Sp( V) which consists of all isometries q which move 
only a finite number of basis elements (xi, yi] of L. 
Finally, in Section 5, we shall show that if 111 = 01) or R is stable. then 
Sp(A V) = E,(A vy S&IL,-,) for any finite subset J of I with /I - JI > 1 
(see Definition 2.1 and Theorem 5.6). 
Furthermore, if R is stable, ,@‘(A V) =E(AV) holds. In particular, 
Sp’( V) = E(V). From this it follows that a subgroup N of Sp’( V) normalized 
by E(V) is a normal subgroup of Sp’(V). Therefore, if R is stable and 
111 = 00, Theorem 4.5 gives us a classification of normal subgroups of 
Sp’(v). Similarly, by Theorem 5.2(c), if R is stable and 111 < co, Theorem 
4.5 implies a classification of normal subgroups of Sp(V). In Corollary 5.7 
we show that if R is stable with 2 a unit, then [ Sp’(V), Sp’(A V) I= E(A V). 
Further if 111 < co, then [ Sp( V), Sp(A V)] = E(A V). 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We define isometries on V= H 1 L used in our study. & denotes the unit 
group of R. For a subset J of I we let L, = ljeJHj, hence L, G L and 
L,=L. 
(1) d:u-tu, u-+--u and 1 on L, 
(2) O(E): u + EU, u -+ E-‘U and 1 on L, E Ed, 
(3) 7ri: u t xi, v + JJi and 1 on L,-tij, 
(4) Ai = zi AX;‘, 
(5) Bi(&) = nip ~; ‘, E E li, 
(6) T,(u): z -+ z + zu - c . u, z E V and c E R, 
(7) E(~,~):z+z+zx~~fz~~~, zE VandxEL. 
Further we define 7’,(v) = AT,(u) A-‘, E(u, x) = AE(u, x) A-’ and write 
n= {?$I iEf). 
For an ideal A of R we define some subsets or subgroups of Sp( I’) deter- 
mined by A as follows, where AL denotes the subspace {JJnnite M ( a E A 
and xE L} of L. 
(8) T,(u) = 1 T,(u) I a E A 1, 
(9) TA(V) = AT,(u) A -1, 
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(10) T&H) = the subgroup generated by TA(u) and T,,,(V) in Q(H), 
(11) T(AH) = the normal subgroup generated by 7’,,(u) in Sp(H) 
(note T,(v) E T(AH) and so T&M) E T(AH), 
(12) E(u, AL) = {E(u, w) 1 w E AL}, 
(13) E(v,AL)=dE(u,AL)K’, 
(14) E,(A V) = the subgroup generated by E(u, AL) and E(u, AL) in 
w V>> 
(15) E(A V) = the normal subgroup generated by E(u, AL) in Sp( V) 
(clearly E(v, AL) E E(A V) and E,(A V) G E(A V)), 
(16) WV> = {rp E O(V) I 1s E(Vl E W VII, 
(17) SP(AV) = Iv, E SPV) I qJ = l(A)}, 
(18) Sp’(AV)= {(oESp(AV)/ ‘JgI such that IJI < co and p= 1 on 
Lr-,I* 
When A = R, we have AH = H, AL = L, and AV = V. therefore 
E(R V) = E(V), etc... . 
We see easily that F(A V), @(A V), and @‘(A V) are normal subgroups of 
Sp( V) and E(A V) s F(A V). 












T,(u) Td(U) = Tc+&h 
UT,(U) u- l = Tc(uu), u E Sp( V), 
T,(au> = T&u), a E R, 
T,(u) ECU, x) = ECU, x> Tc(u>, 
E(u, x)” = E(u, mx), m E Z, 
E(u, x) E(u, y) = E(u, x + y) TJu), c = -XY, 
[E(u, x), ECU, Y)] = T,,(u), c = -XY, 
uE(u, x) u - ’ = E(uu, ux), 
E(au, x) = E(u, ax). 
DEFINITION 2.1. For two subsets S and T in Sp(V), ST denotes the 
subgroup of Q(V) generated by {rut-’ 1 u E S and t E T}. 
LEMMA 2.2. For a commutative ring R and an ideal A of R we have the 
following. 
(a) If2 E I?, then T,(AH) c E,(AV)E~‘Y’ and T(AH) c E(AV). 
(b) A E T,(H). 
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(c) qq&) E To(AHy@) for&Ed with&= 1 moduloA. 
(d) rri E E,(V) for i E 1. 
Proof (a) Let u E A. Then, identity (26) implies [E(u, -22’ax,), 
E(u, y,)] = T,(u) E E(u, AL)E’U*L’. Similarly, T,(C) E E(v, AL)E’L’*‘,‘. Thus, 
T&W E EdA v) =%I(~) By the definition, the normal subgroups T(AH) and 
E(AV) are generated ‘by T,,(AH) and E,(A V)E~(“), respectively. Hence we 
have T(AH) c E(A v). 
(b) A = T,(u) T,(u) T,(v). 
(c) Let sEd and E- l(A). For p=v- 1, q=-1, and 
r = -(E - 1) c-r we have rp = T,(U)-’ T,(v) 7’,(u) T,(o) in To(AH)rO(“‘, 
since p, r E A. By a computation, 9,~ = EU. Therefore we can write pv = bu + 
s-lv, b EA. Hence, T,(u)q = d(s) and 4(s) E TO(AH 
(d) xi = $(-1) E(v, xi) E(u, -y,) E(v, xi). Q.E.D. 
3. CLASSIFICATION OF MULTIPLICATIVE AND 
TRANSITIVE SUBGROUPS OF Sp(V) 
LEMMA 3.1. Let rp E Sp( V). 
(a) If qu(au + v + s) E i for a E R and s E L, then 
(E(u, s) T,(u) pu)v E 6. 
(b) If rpu= bu +cv + t for bEd, cE R and tE L, then we can 
express 
(o = E(v, b-It) T&v) 4(b) E(u, -w) T-,(u)0 
for some 8E Sp(L), where d and w are determined by 4(bb’) T-,-,,(v) 
E(u,-b-‘t)pv=du+v+w,dER, wESp(L). 
(c) If CJJU(RU + v + L) contains a unit, then we can write 
v = E(u, x> T,(u) ECU, Y> T,(v) E(u, z) T,(u) #(E)& 
Proof: We show (a). Put vu =pu + qv + s’. Then &au + v + s) = 
p - qa + s’s is a unit. We see easily that this is the coefficient on u of the 
vector E(u, s) T,(U) vu, which implies (a). 
Next we show (b). Put w = E(v, bb’t) Tb-rC(u) )(b). Then we can check 
that v-‘rpu = U. Therefore we can write W-‘CJI,V = du + v + w, d E R and 
w E Sp(L). Putting p = E(u, -w) r-,(u), we see that p-‘w-‘q fixes u and v, 
which implies (b). 
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Finally we prove (c). Suppose that r&au + u + s) is a unit, where a E R 
and s E L. Put E(u, s) 7’,(u) vu = bu + cu + t, b, c E R and t E L. Then by 
(a) we have b E k Hence by (b) we have 
E(u, s) T,(u)rp = E(v, b-9) T&v) d(b)& -w) T-,(u)@ 
Thus, rearranging the terms, we have (c). Q.E.D. 
The previous lemma leads us naturally to the following two definitions: 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let M, N be subsets of &I(V). We say that N is M- 
multiplicative, if for any rp in N there exists IJI in A4 such that 
(vq~)(Ru + v + L) contains a unit. 
DEFINITION 3.3. Let M, N be subsets of Sp( V). Then, we say that N is 
M-transitive, if for any rp in N there exists y in M such that 
(y’rpv-‘u)(Ru + u + L) contains a unit. 
LEMMA 3.4. If N is M-multiplicative, then for any u, in N there exists v 
in M such that 
YV = ECU, xl T,(u) WA Y) TJv) W, z> T,.(u) #t&P, e E Sp(~). 
Proof. This is a trivial consequence of Lemma 3.1(c). 
LEMMA 3.5. If N is M-transitive, then for any a, in N there exists q~ in 
E(u, L) T,(u)M such that 
WY -’ = E(u, x) T,,(u) E(u, Y) T&l (b(~)& 
where 0 E Sp(L). 
Proof. By our assumption and Lemma 3.1 (c) we have I,# in M such that 
Y'~Y'>-' =%X') T,(U)E(V,Y)'T,(v)E(U,Z) ~,(U)~(E)o, 
e E Sp(L). Since E(u, Z) T,(u) $(E)e = $(a) BE(u, e-'E-'z) TE+(u), if we put 
y = E(u, e-l&-Iz) T,-&)I# and E(u, 8-'e-'z) T&u) E(u, x’) 7’,(u) = 
E(u, x) Th(u), then we have the lemma. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 3.6. For a subset N of Sp(V), A, denotes the ideal of R 
generated by all coefficients (ai, bi} of all z = xi,, (a,x, + biyi) with 
E(u, z) E N. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let N be a subgroup of Sp(V) normalized by E(V). If 
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2 E I?, then E(u, A,L) E N. In addition, if Sp( V) is E( V)-multiplicative, then 
E(A,.V)cN. 
Proof To simplify the notation we write A for A,. First, we show that if 
E(u, s) and E(u, t) are contained in N, then so is E(u, s f t). 
By (a) and (c) of Lemma 2.2, we have #(2-l) E E,(V). Since 
E,(V) c E(V), #(2-i) is in E(V). Therefore, #(22’)E(u,s) d(2) = 
E(u, 22’s) E N. Then, identity (26) implies T-,,(U) E N. Thus (25) gives us 
E(u, s + t) E N. Since E(u, -t) E N, we have E(u, s - t) E N. 
Next, since N is normalized by E(V), if E(u, z) is in N, then 
pE(u. z) p-’ = E(u, pz) E N for any p in E(V) n Sp(L). 
From the above two results, if E(u, z) is in N we have 
E(u,pz f z) E N for pEE(V)nSp(L). (*) 
Now, we prove Lemma 3.7. Let E(u, z) E N and write 
z = xi,, (UiXi + bjyi)* Applying (*) to p = #i(-l), we have 
E(u, -2a,x, - 2b,yi) E N. Setting p in TR( yi) and E( yi, Ryj) for j # i, we 
have E(u, aiRyi) and E(u, aiRyj) in N, respectively. Thus, E(u, ajRyj) s N 
for all j in I. Hence AiE(u,aiRyj)A;’ =E(u, a,Rxj)2 N. Thus, we have 
E(u, AL) EN. 
Next, take any rp in Sp( V). If Sp( V) is E( V)-multiplicative, by Lemma 3.4 
v, is written as (p =op, where u E E(V) and p E Sp(L). Hence 
qE(u, AL) rp-’ = oE(u,pAL) o-’ = uE(u, AL) u-i c N. This gives us the 
lemma, because E(A V) is the normal subgroup generated by E(u, AL). 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.8. Let N be a subgroup of Sp( V) normalized by E(V). Suppose 
that a, = E(u, x) T,Ju) E(u, y) Tk(u) #(c)O is in N, where B E Sp(L). Then if 
2, 3 E j, we have E(u, x), E(v, y), 7’,,(u), T,Jv) in F(AN V). In addition, ij- 
Sp( V) is E,,(V)-multiplicative, then Q(e)@ is also in F(A,W V) and so 
(P E W, 0 
Proof. We write A for A,. Since (((-1), q~] EN, we have ry = E(u, -2x) 
E(v, -2~) in N. Hence, E(u, -2x)* E(v, -2~)’ = E(u, -4x) E(v, -4~) E N. 
Further, 4(2) t&(2)-’ = E(u, -4x) E(u, -y) E N. Therefore, we have 
E(v, ‘-3~) in N. Since 3 E d, this implies E(v, y) E N and so E(u, y) is in 
E(A V) by the definition of A. In the same way E(u, x) E E(A V). Thus, we 
have x = T,,(U) T,(v) @(c)t9 in N. Then, by [@(2),x] E N, we see T,(u) 
7’,(u) E N, where p = 3h and q = -$k. From this, 
[T,(u) T,(o), E( 0, xl)] = E(v -PU, x,) E(-u, x1) = E(x, , u -pu) E(x,, -u) 
= E(x, , -PU) TJx,) E N. 
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By the above argument, we have E(x, , -pu) = E(u, -px,) in N, therefore we 
have E(u, hx,) in N and also in E(AV). 
Therefore, T,(U) = [E(u, hx,), E(u, -2- ‘y,) E E(A v), since E(A V) is a 
normal subgroup of Sp(v). In the same way, Tk(u) E E(A V). Thus, if 2,3 
are in R’, all the isometries in (o other than #(c)f? are contained in N and also 
in E(A V), whence #(c)e fZ N. 
Now, to end the proof we show that #(c)t9 E F(A V) under the assumption 
that Sp(V) is E,( I’)-multiplicative. Namely, we show [#(c)19, E(V)] c E(A I’). 
Since #(c)e is in N, we have [#(c)e, E(u, z)] = E(u, &z) E(u, -z) = 
E(u, d?z - z) T(u) in N for any z in L. Hence E(u, &0z - z) T(u) E E(A V) as 
we have shown above, i.e., [#(s)B, E(u, z)] E E(A I’). In the same way, we 
have [4(s)& E(u, z)] E E(A V). S ince E(V) is a subgroup of Sp(V) generated 
by (pE(~,z)p~’ IzE L,pE Sp(V)}, we must show that [d(c)& 
pE(u, z) p-’ 1 c E(A V) for any z in L and any p in Sp(V). However, since 
Sp(V) is E,(V)-multiplicative, by Lemmas 2.2 and 3.4 p can be expressed as 
p = a/I for 01 E E,(V) and /I E Sp(L). Therefore, pE(u. z) p- ’ = 
a&u, /Iz) CC’ = a finite product of elements in E(u, L) and in E(u, L). Thus. 
bwt ~w, 4 p-1 i is in E(A V) and we have #(c)e in F(A I’). Since, 
E(A V) G F(A V), we have v, E F(A V). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.9. Let B be an arbitrary ideal of R with 2 Ed. Zf E(u, z) E 
F(BV), then E(u, z) E E(BV). 
Proof We know #(2) E E(V) ( see Lemma 2.2(c)). Therefore if E(u, z) is 
in F(BV), then [g(2), E(u, z)] = E(u, z) E E(BV). Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3.10. Let R be a commutative ring with identity 1 and 2,3 
units in R. K is an arbitrary index set with 1 K I> 2. Sp( V) is the symplectic 
group of V = lkeR H,, where HL)s are hyperbolic planes over R. Assume 
Sp(V) is E,,(V)-multiplicative. Then for a E(V)-transitive subgroup N of 
Sp( V), N is normalized by E(V) if and only if there exists an ideal A of R 
such that 
E(AV)GNEF(AV). 
Further, if such A exists, it is unique for N. 
Proof If N is a subgroup normalized by E(V), then by Lemmas 3.5, 3.7, 
and 3.8 we have an ideal A = A, such that E(AV) G N c F(A V). The 
converse is clear. So we show the uniqueness of A for N. Suppose that 
E(AV) G NC F(AV) and E(BV) G N G F(BV) for two ideals A and B. Then, 
E(AV) G F(BV) and E(BV) c F(AV). Hence by Lemma 3.9 we have 
E(AV) E E(BV) and E(BV) G E(AV), respectively. Thus E(A V) = E(B V) 
andsoA=B. Q.E.D. 
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4. APPLICATIONS TO THE CASE WHERE 
(II = 03 OR R Is STABLE 
As an easy consequence of the definitions of multiplicativity and tran- 
sitivity we have 
LEMMA 4.1. Let N’ 5 N and M c M’. Then, ifN is M-multiplicative, N’ 
is M’-multiplicative, and if N is M-transitive, N’ is M’transitive. 
The proof is obvious and we omit it. 
LEMMA 4.2. (a) If R is a stable ring, the Sp(V) is (1 )-multiplicative. 
(b) Zf 111 = co, then Sp(V) is E(v, L)-multiplicative. 
ProoJ: Let u, be any element in Sp(V). Then, since vu is unimodular, if R 
is stable, (ou(Ru + v + L) contains units. This means Sp(V) is ( 1 }- 
multiplicative. 
Next, assume )I( = co. Then, we have a finite subset J of Z with pu E 
H 1 L,. Take any i in I-J. Then E(v, xi) (ou(Ru + v + L) contains units. 
Thus, Sp( V) is E(v, L)-multiplicative. Q.E.D. 
We note that Sp( v) is { 1 }-multiplicative if and only if it is ( 1 }-transitive. 
Therefore, when R is stable, Sp( V) is { 1 }-multiplicative and ( 1 }-transitive. 
DEFINITION 4.3. For an isometry p in Sp(V) let us say u, is of finite type 
if p moves only a finite number of basis elements. Sp’(V) denotes that the 
group consists of all such q. 
Clearly E(V) a Sp’( v) 4 Sp(V) and Sp(H 1 L,) G Sp’(V) for any finite 
subset J of I. In particular, if 111 < co, then Sp’( V) = Sp( V).‘ 
In Lemma 4.4, n = {rri ) i E I}, ni: u 2 xi and v 2yi. 
LEMMA 4.4. If (I( = co, then Sp’(V) is H-transitive. 
ProoJ Let a, E Sp’( V). Then pxi = xi for some i in I. Hence zicon; ‘U = u 
and so (nippn;‘u)(Ru + v + L) contains a unit 1. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let R be a commutative ring with 1 and 2,3 units. Sp(V) 
is the symplectic group of a hyperbolic space V = Ik,K Hk, where IK I> 2. 
When R is stable, we let G = Sp(V). When (II = 00, we let G = Sp’( V). 
Then, a subgroup N of G is normalized by E(V) if and only tf there exists an 
ideal A of R such that 
E(AV)cNsF(AV). 
Further, such A is unique for N if it exists. 
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Proof. Let R be stable. Then by Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2(a), Sp( I’) is E,(v)- 
multiplicative and E( q-transitive. 
Let (I] = 00. Since E(u, L) E E,(V), by Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2(b), Sp( V) is 
E,(V)-multiplicative. Hence, so is Sp’(V). Further, by Lemma 4.4 S@(V) is 
E(V)-transitive. Thus, in each case we can apply Theorem 3.10 and the 
theorem holds. Q.E.D. 
5. DECOMPOSITION OF Q(V) WHEN 
)ZI= 00 OR R Is STABLE 
As for the stability we follow the delinition of McDonald and Hershberged 
[5, p. 5371. Namely, a commutative ring R is said to be stable if for every 
pair a, b in R with Ra + Rb = R we have c in R with a + cb = unit. They say 
also in [5] that this is precisely Bass’ [ 1 ] condition that R has “ 1 in its 
stable range.” 
By the definition, we see that if R is stable and n > 1, then for any n + 1 
elements {a, b, ,..., b,} in R with Ra+Rb,+...+Rb,=R we have n 
elements c, ,..., c, in R with a+c,b, + ... +c,b,=unit. 
Throughout this section M, N denote subsets of Sp(V). 
THEOREM 5.1. Let N be M-multiplicative. Then we have the following: 
(a) N c M-‘I?,( V) Sp(L). 
(b) If N, M E Sp(AH), then N E M- ’ TO(AH)T~‘H’. 
Proof. (a) is trivial by Lemma 3.1(c). So, we prove (b). Take cp in N. 
Then there exists w in M such that 
yp(au + v) E 2, a E R. 
Write 
wpu =pu + qv, 
wherepER withp- l(A), and qE.4. Then 
T,(u) ycpu = bu + qv 
for b =p - qa. Thus b E d with b = l(A). This implies that if we put 
u = #(b-l) T-,(u) T-&v) T,(u), 
then by Lemma 2.2(c), u is in TO(A and ay/rpu = u. Write 
ayou = cu + v, c EA. Therefore, T,(u) E T,,(AH) and T,(u) uy/(o = 1 on H, 
which implies (b) of the theorem. Q.E.D. 
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THEOREM 5.2. (a) If (II = CO or R is stable, then 
SP(V> = J%(V) SP(L,-./I 
for any finite subset J of I with ) I - JI > 1. 
(b) If R is stable, then 
Sp(AH) = T()(AHp(“), 
in particular Sp(H) = T,(H). 
(c) If R is stable with 2 E d and III < co, then 
Sp(V)=Sp’(V)=E(V)=E,(V). 
Proof First we prove (a). By Lemma 4.2, Sp( V) is E,( V)-multiplicative. 
Hence by Theorem 5.1 (a), we have Sp( V) G E,(V) Sp(L) and so the equality 
holds. Let j be in J. Then, repeating this argument for L = Hj 1 L,-j instead 
of V, we have Sp(L) = njEO(v) n,:’ Sp(L,-,). By Lemma 2.2(d) we know 
rrj E E,(v). Therefore, Sp(L) = E,(V) Sp(L, mj). Thus, by induction on ) JI, 
we have (a). 
(b) is an easy consequence of Theorem 5.1(b) since Sp(H) is l- 
multiplicative by Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2. 
Finally we show (c). Since 111 < co, by (a) we have Sp(V) = E,(V) Sp(H,) 
for any i in I. We prove Sp(H,) G E,(V). By (b), we know Sp(H,) = T,(H,). 
Further, T,-,(H,) = rci T,,(H) x; ’ and by (a) and (d) of Lemma 2.2 we have rri, 
T,(H) in E,(V). Thus Sp(H,) c E,(V) and we have Sp( V) = E,,( V). Since 
E,( 0 G E(v) G Sp’( V) G Sp( V), we have (c). Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 5.3. Let i E I. If for any finite subset J of I with i 6G J, and 
for any a, in Nn Sp(H I L,_,), there exists v in Mr7 Sp(H I L,-,) such 
that 
(a) tppxi(Ru + v + LIP,) contains a unit, and 
(b) (vx,)u is a unit, 
then we say that N is strictly M-multiplicative for i. If N is so for all i in 1, N 
is called strictly M-multiplictive (on L). 
THEOREM 5.4. Let A be an ideal of R. Assume 2 E d, N is strictly M- 
multiplicative on L, and E,(A V)’ s N for Z: = I7 V E(u, L) T,(u)M. Then 
N n Sp(A V) c E,(A V)” Sp(AH I AL,-,) 
for any finite subset J of I. 
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Proof: If J is empty, then the theorem is clear. So we use induction on 
the’ number of elements of .Z. Put K = Z-J and suppose N n ,!$(A V) s 
E,(A v)” Sp(AH .L AL,). Under this assumption we shall show that this 
inclusion also holds for K’ = K - (i) instead of K for any i in K, which will 
complete the proof. 
Take now v, in N n Sp(A I’) and write q =prp’, where p E E,(A V)’ and 
q’ E Sp(AH I AL,). Since E,,(A V)” E N we have (p’ in N. Since N is strictly 
M-multiplicative, for i in K = Z - .Z there exists I,V in M n Sp(H I L,J such 
that ~/rp’x,(au +u + w) E g and (u/x,)u E d, where a E R and w E L,. Put 
v/’ = E(u, w) Z’,(u)v. Then we have 
Write 
(i//‘(p’x,)v E ri and (v/‘x,)u Ed. 
t+dqfxi = bu + cu + z, bER’, cER, and zEL, 
and 
@xi = b’u + c’u + z’, b’ER, c/Ed, and z’EL,. 
Since p’ z l(A), we have b z b’(A), c = c’(A), and z = z’(A). Therefore, 
putting p = b-‘(c’ - c - b-‘zz’) and q = (c’))’ (b’ - b), and using Lemma 
2.2(a), then we see that 
a=(~‘)-‘T&)T,(v)E(v,b-‘(z/-z))@ 
is in E,(A V)E(U3L)TR(U)M (note zz’ E A since z = z’(A)). Further, since 
u E Sp(AH I AL,) and U@Xi = xi, 
we can write 
OV’yi = dxi + yi + s, dEA and sEAHIAL,,, 
where K’ = K - {i). Then x = T,(xi) E(xi, s) is in E,(AV)” n Sp(AH I AL,) 
and q” = tarp’ fixes both xi and yi. This implies that q” belongs to 
Sp(AH I AL, ,). Since xu is in E,(A V)‘, we have the theorem. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 5.5. Zf 111 = CO or R is stable, then Sp(V) is strictly E(v, L)- 
multiplicative on L. 
Proof Let i be in I. Take any finite subset J with i & J c Z, and assume rp 
is in Sp(H I L,-,). First, let R be stable. Then, w = E(v, yi) satisfies the 
condition (b) of Definition 5.3. Further, since Sp(V) is (l}-multiplicative by 
Lemma 4.2(a) w satisfies also condition (a). 
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Let(Z)=co. Write~~~=au+bu+wfora,bER andwEL,,whereJ’ 
is a finite subset of Z-J. Take now any k in Z-J-J - (i). Then, 
w = E(v, yi + JJ,J satisfies both (a) and (b). Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 5.6. Let 2 Ed. 
(a) rf III= 03 or R is stable, then Sp(A V) = E,(AV)“o”” x 
Sp(AH 1 AL,-,) for any finite subset J of I. 
(b) ZflZl= 03, then Sp’(V)$Sp(V). 
(c) If R is stable, then Sp’(A V) = E,(A V)Eo’v) = E(A V). 
(d) If R is stable and [II < CO, then Sp(AV) = Sp’(AV) = 
E,(A V)E~(C’) = E(A V). 
Proof. Theorem 5.4 and Lemma 5.5 imply (a). (b) is clear, since 
-1 E Sp(V) - Sp’(V). 
We show (c). By the lemma, Sp(V) is strictly E(v, L)-multiplicative. Since 
Sp’( V) G Sp( V) and E(v, L) E E,(V), Sp’( V) is strictly E,( V)-multiplicative. 
Applying Theorem 5.4, we have 
Sp’(AV) G E,(AV)E~‘Y’ Sp(AH 1 AL,-J). 
for any finite subset J of I. Take now any Ed in Sp’(AV). Then (p is regarded 
as an isometry on a finite dimensional subspace V’ = H 1 L, of V. Therefore 
the above inclusion implies q E Sp’(A V’) c E,(A V’)Eo(V’) Sp(AH). Thus 
Sp’(A V) s E,(A V)Eo(Y) Sp(AH). 
The converse is clear and we have the equality. By Theorem 5.2(b), 
Sp(AH) = TO(AH)T~(“). From this and Lemma 2.2(a) we have Sp’(AV) G 
J%@ V> Eo(V). The converse is clear and the equality holds. 
Since any isometry in E(AV) moves only a finite number of basis elements 
for L, we have E(AV) E Sp’(AV). Further, since E(AV) = E,(A V)sp’v), we 
have the converse. Thus, Sp’(A V) = E,(A V)E@‘) = E(A V). (d) is obvious by 
(c). Because, if 111 < co the Sp(A V) = Sp’(A V). 
Theorem 5.6(a) is a generalization of Theorem 5.2(a). 
COROLLARY 5.7. Let R be a stable ring with 2 E j. Then [Sp’( V). 
Sp’(AV)] = E(A V), in particular, if /II < CO, [Sp( V), Sp(A V)] = E(A V). 
Proof: By Theorem 5.6(c), we know Sp’(AV) = E(AV). Therefore it 
sufftces to show that [E(V), E(AV)] = E(AV). Since E(AV) is a normal 
subgroup of Sp( V), [E(V), E(AV)] c E(A V) is clear. Let x E AL. Since by 
(a) and (c) in Lemma 2.2, #(2) E E(V), we have E(u, x) = [$(2), E(u, x)] E. 
[E(v), E(A V)]. Thus, the converse holds. Q.E.D. 
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